PMI-ACP
To help prepare for your PMI-ACP exam, I have provided a
number of test questions based on my experience with Agile and
from teaching Agile PMI-ACP certification courses. If you’re
looking for more additional training and prep questions, check
out the leading provider of technology training, SimpliLearn.

What is the standard timebox for the Daily Scrum?
A. Two minutes per person
B. 30 minutes
C. 15 minutes for a 4 week sprint, 10 minutes for a 2 week
sprint
D. 15 minutes only
Answer

How many roles are specified in Scrum?
A. Three
B. Six plus or minus two
C. Six plus or minus three
D. Three
Answer

The

Agile

Manifesto

States

“Individuals

and

Interactions over… ?
A. Comprehensive documentation
B. Top down management and tooling
C. Processes and tools
D. Contract negotiation
Answer

Test Driven Development is best described as:?
A. Write a test, watch it fail, write some code, watch it
pass
B. All Acceptance tests must pass for a card to be
considered complete
C. All code that is checked in must be compiled against the
master build and pass integration tests
D. Tests determine the pace of development
Answer

At what point is an iteration completed?
A. When all user stories assigned to the iteration are
complete.
B. When the Product Owner agrees that the goals of the
iteration are met.
C. When the iteration’s timebox is complete.
D. When all tasks in the iteration have met the definition
of done.
Answer

A. Maintain a sustainable pace (a 40 hour work week)
B. There is no code ownership to ensure that programmers do

not have to maintain code indefinitely
C. Assisting the welfare of another programmer through the
use of paired programming
D. Programmers should have a clear understanding of code
standards to ensure their welfare.
Answer

A. Performance
B. Throughput
C. Waste
D. Time
Answer

A. Total Parity System
B. Total Product Stories
C. Toyota Production System
D. Target Production System
Answer

